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I want to express a very warm welcome to the graduates, families and friends who join us today. Convocation is the University’s most important ceremony, for it is here that we celebrate the accomplishments of our students and the contributions of their loved ones to their success. You should be proud of this day, and of the commitment and sacrifice that it represents.

We at the University of Saskatchewan salute you—our graduates—and we extend to you our very best wishes for the future. We hope that you will stay in touch with us through our University of Saskatchewan alumni family, and that we will have the opportunity to welcome you ‘home’ to our campus many times in the years ahead.

Warmest congratulations!
The word “Convocation” arises from the Latin “con” meaning “together,” and “vocare” meaning “to call.” Our Convocation ceremony is a calling together of the new graduates of the University of Saskatchewan, symbolizing the historical practice of calling together all former graduates. In current times, the major functions of Convocation are the election of representatives to University governing bodies and the admission of candidates to degrees. The Chancellor, elected by Convocation as its Chair, is the highest official and spokesperson of the University.

The Convocation ceremony marks the transition from the role of student to the holder of a degree with its accompanying rights and privileges. Candidates for degrees, known as graduands, having completed the requirements of a course of study, are recommended by college faculties and the University Council to receive degrees from the University of Saskatchewan.

The ceremony, solemnized in the presence of the University community and family and friends of the graduands, consists of three parts: a procession marking the leaving of the old status and entering the new; the President’s statement to the graduands; the Secretary’s petition and the Chancellor’s consent for their admission; followed by individual presentation by their Dean and admission by the Chancellor to the degrees to which they are entitled. As graduates are admitted to their degrees, a graduation hood, which has a colour symbolizing a particular degree, is placed over each graduate’s head. A banner displaying the University crest is hung above the stage, as a symbol of the University’s authority to confer degrees.

Following the conferring of degrees and acceptance of each graduate as a member of Convocation, a reception is held—a celebration on the occasion of the formal transition from the role of learner to the role of producer and contributor in the field of the graduate’s choice.

We honour and welcome this year’s graduates!
The Chancellor

W. T. (Tom) Molloy

Tom Molloy was born and raised in Saskatoon. He attended St. Thomas More College and later the College of Law, both at the University of Saskatchewan. He received his B.A. and LL.B. in 1964. He has practiced law in Saskatoon since graduation and is with the MacPherson Leslie & Tyerman’s Saskatoon office. He has represented the Government of Canada as the Chief Federal Negotiator in the successfully concluded treaties in Nunavut and with the Nisga’a in British Columbia and an Agreement in Principle with the Sechelt Indian Band. He presently represents Canada in treaty negotiations in British Columbia, Quebec, New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Prince Edward Island and Nunavut. Mr. Molloy has been described as “Canada’s most expert treaty negotiator.”

Mr. Molloy recently authored a book *The World is our Witness: The Historic Journey of the Nisga’a into Canada*. The book has won two Saskatchewan Book Awards, the Brenda MacDonald Riches First Book Award and the Non-fiction Award which was sponsored by the University of Saskatchewan.

For his work in the community he has received a number of awards including the City of Saskatoon Certificate of Distinguished Community Service; Rotary Golden Wheels Award for Excellence; Saskatoon B’nai Brith “Proud of You Award” and the Head of the Public Service Award for Excellence in Service Delivery.

In 1996 he was made an officer of the Order of Canada, with a citation that reads: *He is widely known for his role as Chief Negotiator for the Government of Canada in the Nunavut Land Claim Agreement. His integrity, commitment to a just settlement and personable rapport have also been valuable in his leadership of numerous cultural, educational and charitable groups, not only in Saskatchewan but also nationally, including the Meewasin Foundation and PRIDE Canada.*

The University of Saskatchewan Alumni Association awarded him the 2000 Alumni Honour Award in recognition of receiving notable acclaim for professional achievements, which in turn has enhanced the image of the University of Saskatchewan and its alumni. In January 2001, The Canadian Bar Association Saskatchewan Branch named him as the recipient of the Distinguished Service Award.
Honorary Doctor of Letters

Sharon Butala

Sharon Butala was born in Nipawin, Saskatchewan. Butala earned her B.A. in Art, and her B.Ed. from the University of Saskatchewan. She was a Special Educator at Princess Alexandra School and taught at her alma mater in the College of Education. Subsequently, she moved to Eastend, Saskatchewan where she and her husband ranched and she embarked on a career as a writer of fiction and non-fiction—her subjects being the lives of rural people and the ecology of the short grass prairie in southwestern Saskatchewan.

Sharon Butala is the author of 14 books, among them the Canadian bestsellers: *Old Man on His Back*, *The Perfection of the Morning*, *Wild Stone Heart*, and *Coyote’s Morning Cry*. Her work has been consistently recognized by the literary community and has garnered many prestigious awards and nominations. *Perfection of the Morning* was short listed for the Governor General’s Award for Non-fiction and won the Saskatchewan Book Award for Non-fiction and the Spirit of Saskatchewan Award. Butala has also been short listed by the Canadian Booksellers Association as Author of the Year and her collection of short stories, *Fever*, was short listed for the Commonwealth Writers Prize, Canada-Caribbean Section, and won the Canadian Authors Award for Fiction. Another collection of short fiction, *Queen of the Headaches* was short listed for the Governor General’s Award for Fiction. She is the recipient of the Marian Engel Award for women writers in mid-career. Butala has made significant contributions to the cultural life of Saskatchewan where she has been active in the Saskatchewan Writers’ Guild, receiving the SWG Member’s Achievement Award. She is an ambassador for PrairieAction Foundation and also for USC Canada. She initiated and carried out the work that led to the preservation of the Wallace Stegner House in Eastend that is now used as an artists and writers’ retreat.

Her contributions in all fields have led to many other honours. She is a recipient of the Canada 125 Commemorative Medal, the Queen’s Golden Jubilee Medal, the University of Saskatchewan Alumni Honour Award and has been invested as an Officer of the Order of Canada.

Sharon Butala is one of the most significant Saskatchewan writers to emerge in this province since the days of Sinclair Ross and W.O. Mitchell. All of her work is set here and depicts the trials and joys of rural life, particularly those of farm women, acutely and with consummate artistry. As well, she has been a committed advocate of the preservation of nature and the unique ecology of southwestern Saskatchewan. In 1996, she and her husband donated part of their ranch to The Nature Conservancy of Canada to establish The Old Man on His Back Prairie and Heritage Preserve.
Alumni Award of Achievement

Ernie Walker

The Alumni Award of Achievement is presented in recognition of outstanding contribution to profession, community and/or the University of Saskatchewan. Dr. Ernest Gordon Walker, C.M., S.O.M., B.Ed., B.A., M.A., Ph.D., is the 2004 recipient.

Born and raised in Saskatoon, Dr. Walker is a Professor in the Department of Archaeology at the University of Saskatchewan. He is a graduate of the University of Saskatchewan and the University of Texas at Austin. Dr. Walker has Associate Memberships in the Department of Anatomy and Cell Biology (College of Medicine), the College of Dentistry and the Department of Geological Sciences (College of Arts & Science).

Dr. Walker’s research interests in archaeology focus on North American prehistory with special emphasis on the Northern Plains and the American Southwest. In this regard, he has played a leading role in the development of Wanuskewin Heritage Park since its inception and has conducted a research program at the park since 1982, which represents one of the longest continuously operating research initiatives in Canadian archaeology. Faunal studies, geoarcheology, and paleoenvironmental reconstruction have been the focus of this research effort. In addition to the Northern Plains, he has field experience in Texas, Arizona, New Mexico, Utah and Nevada.

As a biological anthropologist, Dr. Walker has been very active in research concerning human skeletal remains from archaeological contexts. Dr. Walker has been very active in forensic investigations for over 25 years, particularly homicides and suspicious death investigations, for a variety of law enforcement agencies. He is a Special Constable with the R.C.M.P. (engagement at F Division, Regina, 2000), an Associate Member of the Forensic Laboratory Services Division of the R.C.M.P., and a coroner with the Province of Saskatchewan. Dr. Walker is also an Adjunct Faculty member in the Forensic Sciences Program at the British Columbia Institute of Technology, Burnaby, British Columbia.

Dr. Walker has been actively involved with Saskatchewan's First Nations for many years in the areas of cultural expression and post-secondary education for Aboriginal students. He has worked extensively with Elders and members of the senate of the Federation of Saskatchewan Indian Nations. Dr. Walker is an Honorary Chief among Saskatchewan's First Nations with the traditional name “Miko Peyasew” or Red Thunderbird. He has received the Distinguished Researcher Award as well as the Students’ Union Excellence in Teaching Award from the U of S. In 2001, he was awarded the Saskatchewan Order of Merit for service to First Nations communities and law enforcement agencies across the Province. Later this fall, he will be invested as a Member of the Order of Canada.

He is described as a gifted teacher, mentor, researcher, administrator and the archetype of the multidisciplinary academic. Dr. Walker is admired for his humble modesty, infectious enthusiasm and his incredible work ethic.
Distinguished Graduate Supervisor Award

Larry Sackney

Dr. Larry Sackney was born in Saskatchewan and received his B.A., B.Ed., and M.Ed. from the University of Saskatchewan, and his Ph.D. in Educational Administration from the University of Alberta. His career has ranged from work in the chemical industry to positions in schools as a teacher, vice-principal and principal of a regional secondary school. He joined the faculty at the University of Saskatchewan in 1976 and has been on staff since with the exception of a brief period when he served as Director of Research and Planning with Edmonton Public Schools.

During his time at the University Sackney served terms as Department Head and Director of the Saskatchewan Educational Leadership Unit. His research includes an array of empirical and interpretive studies that examine leadership, school effectiveness and improvement, and educational reform. He has held SSHRC research grants and currently holds a New Economy grant that examines the building of learning communities for the knowledge society. His publications include two co-authored books, 15 book chapters, 22 refereed articles, and 79 technical reports.

Dr. Sackney has supervised 16 doctoral dissertations, 21 masters’ theses, and 55 masters’ projects. Eight of his doctoral graduands are in faculty positions and the others are in senior management positions. He is actively sought out as a supervisor by graduate students. This past spring his recent Ph.D. graduate student, Dr. Paul Newton, won the Thomas B. Greenfield Dissertation Award and another of his students, Dr. Scott Tunison, received honorable mention.

Further, Dr. Sackney has served as Ph.D. external examiner at other universities on 42 occasions. He served as external reader and examiner for the University of the West Indies. In addition, he has served as external reviewer of graduate programs and was a member of SSHRC Committee #17.

Dr. Sackney serves as an advisory editor to two international journals and is also an editorial board member for two other refereed journals. He was the founding member of the International Congress for School Effectiveness and Improvement and served as its third president. He has also served as the President of the Canadian Association for the Study of Educational Administration (CASEA) and as Canadian representative on the Commonwealth Council on Educational Administration. In 2001 Dr. Sackney received the Distinguished Service Award from CASEA.

Dr. Sackney is actively sought out as a conference speaker and as a workshop leader. He has worked internationally and recently was a team leader in a four-year CIDA funded health improvement project in Ukraine. In December, Professor Sackney will be one of the distinguished lecturers for the Washington based National Staff Development Council at its 36th annual conference.

Dr. Sackney is married to Kay and they have two children, Blair an engineer with Alcan, and Leanne, a veterinarian.
The Distinguished Researcher Award recognizes a faculty member's contribution to scholarship through the creation, expansion and critique of knowledge. Dr. Marie Battiste, professor in the College of Education, is the recipient of the Fall 2004 award.

Professor Battiste is one of Canada's most influential researchers in the field of indigenous and First Nations education, and a technical expert to the United Nations on issues surrounding the education of indigenous peoples.

A Mi’kmaq educator originally from the Potlo’tek First Nation in Nova Scotia, Battiste is a full professor in the U of S College of Education and coordinator of the Indian and Northern Education Program within Educational Foundations. She is also the academic director of the new Aboriginal Education Research Centre and co-director of the Humanities Research Unit at the U of S.

Battiste's writings focus on cognitive imperialism, linguistic and cultural integrity, and the decolonization of Aboriginal education. Her research interests are in initiating institutional change in the decolonization of education, language and social justice policy and power, and educational approaches that recognize and affirm the political and cultural diversity of Canada and the ethical protection of indigenous knowledge.

These interests reflect a rich academic background, including graduate studies at Harvard University and later Stanford University, where she earned her doctorate in curriculum and teacher education. Battiste’s academic credentials also include a B.S. in Elementary and Junior High Education from the University of Maine; she was also presented with honorary degrees from that institution and from St. Mary’s University.

Battiste has also actively worked with First Nations schools and communities as an administrator, teacher, consultant and curriculum developer. Her efforts have helped to advance Aboriginal epistemology, languages, pedagogy and research.

Battiste has published numerous articles and scholarly papers in books, journals and documents, and she remains involved in research on Aboriginal education, languages, teachers and teacher education. She is co-author of Protecting Indigenous Knowledge: a Global Challenge (for which she received the Saskatchewan Book Awards' 2000 First Peoples Publishing Award), editor of Reclaiming Indigenous Voice and Vision and co-editor of First Nations Education in Canada: The Circle Unfolds.

Battiste is a board member of the International Research Institute for Maori and Indigenous Education (University of Auckland, New Zealand); a member of the founding board of the Canadian Council on Learning; and a member of the Circle of Experts for the Aboriginal Language Task Force for Heritage Canada. She has previously sat on the board of governors for the University College of Cape Breton and Dalhousie University, and the board of directors of the International Development Research Centre.
Master Teacher Award

Terry Matheson

The Master Teacher Award honours faculty who excel as teachers at the University of Saskatchewan. Professor Terry Matheson receives this prestigious award at Fall Convocation 2004.

Matheson earned his B.A. at the University of Winnipeg, his M.A. at the University of Manitoba and his Ph.D. at the University of Alberta, specializing in American literature. Terry came to the English Department in 1972, becoming Professor in 1989.

Maclean’s magazine calls Terry one of our most “Popular Profs.” He has participated in high school orientations and sent his graduate students to careers in the discipline. He has offered teaching workshops, generously shared pedagogical techniques, offered advice to new faculty and is familiar on radio and television discussing, always with humour and wisdom, the intricacies of language use and literature.

Dr. Matheson teaches smaller sections of introductory English, jumbo sections and televised distance education classes with the confidence and humour of a teacher at home in his subject. His students respond: “I . . . extend my appreciation to you . . .” and “you rock!”

His senior undergraduates have said, “There is simply no way to overstate your influence on my life.” Dr. Matheson also generates a sense of success in those who would be considered by some to have been unsuccessful: “I want to truly thank you for your faith in me . . . I really enjoyed your class and learned a lot.” The unsolicited letters from students to this “superlative teacher and mentor” agree that his classes are communities in which the head and the heart are at work. Not surprisingly, the University of Saskatchewan Students’ Union has given him their Teaching Excellence Award.

Graduate students seem unusually forthcoming with Dr. Matheson: “encouraging, conscientious, and supportive,” his “sense of humour worked nicely in conjunction with his openness to new ideas,” and his “attitude was . . . empowering to a graduate student.” Matheson does not try to master anyone but nourishes what grows from the engagement of his abilities with the abilities of the student.

Professor Matheson’s research and scholarly work are wide ranging, publishing on American, Canadian and Romantic literature, on science fiction and popular culture. His remarkable book, Alien Abductions: Creating a Modern Phenomenon (1998), obliges readers to understand these strange narratives in original ways.

Matheson’s colleagues believe that his dedicated service to teaching, his accommodation to the challenges of different classroom formats and distance education (for which he received the Garth Ferguson Award), his availability to students at every stage of their careers, his generous collegiality and his pedagogical wisdom make him an ideal recipient of the Master Teacher Award.
Distinction in Public Service and Extension Award

Bruce Hobin

Each year, this award recognizes a U of S faculty member who has made an outstanding effort to bring the University to the wider community. Bruce Hobin, B.Sc., M.Sc., P.Ag., Extension Specialist IV, is the Fall 2004 recipient.

A true ambassador for the U of S, Hobin is well known throughout the province as an accomplished agrologist, innovative educator and active volunteer in community and professional circles.

Hobin is Program Director of the Agriculture, Food and Horticulture Program with the Extension Division at the U of S. As director, he has overseen an entire range of program activities such as the Certified Crop Science Consultant Program, the Western Canada Feedlot Management School, University Hort Week and the Saskatchewan Master Gardener Program. He has also coordinated numerous agriculture and horticulture publications including the Saskatchewan Book Awards winner Creating the Prairie Xeriscape (written by Sara Williams) and Don't Turn out the Lights (written by Al Scholz).

Hobin served as Director of Programming for the University’s Bruno Ursuline Campus, which is located 90 km east of Saskatoon. Hobin’s diligence and vision helped to turn the former Ursuline convent into a thriving operation that provides community education to residents of Bruno and the surrounding area. Thanks to Hobin’s leadership, in the future the Bruno Ursuline Campus (now called the Prairie Ursuline Centre) may provide a home for fruit crop production research, arts programming and possibly a sports camp.

With more than 20 years of experience in extension education, Hobin has developed a well-deserved reputation for his devotion, professionalism and outstanding teaching ability. He has been a student, a visionary, an advocate for part-time and distance learners, a leader and supporter of the agriculture industry, and a tireless worker on many boards and committees at the U of S and throughout Saskatchewan.

Hobin earned his B.Sc. in Genetics from the University of Alberta and his M.Sc. in Rural Extension Studies from the University of Guelph.

He began his professional career in agriculture in Saskatchewan in 1977, as Manager of the Saskatchewan Wheat Pool Research Farm in Watrous, and joined the U of S Extension Division in 1980.

Hobin has been successful in expanding and enhancing the Extension Division’s programming. He has been responsible for successful activities and programs including conferences, workshops, home study programs, software programs and field days. He has also taught at the degree, diploma and certificate levels, and devoted the remainder of his time to committee work in Extension, the University and various professional and agricultural associations.

Hobin is a past president of the Canadian Society of Extension and the Saskatchewan Institute of Agrologists. In 1999, he received the S.I.A.’s Distinguished Agrologist Award.
President’s Service Award

Peter Herd

Peter Herd's tremendous personal qualities as a part of the University of Saskatchewan campus community over the past 21 years—as a student, employee and volunteer—have now earned him recognition as the top “team player” at the University. He is being presented with the Fall 2004 President’s Service Award for outstanding contributions to the learning and working environment.

Herd's helpfulness, great sense of humour, positive attitude, skills and what those around him call “an incredible work ethic,” have earned him friends and fans across campus.

Born and raised in Milden, Saskatchewan, Peter began as a student at the U of S in 1983, later earning a Diploma in Agriculture and a Bachelor of Science degree in Agriculture.

Herd lived in residence, becoming Residence Advisor. When he began his career with campus Security Services in 1988, he started the Student Patrol program (now Student Crew), for which he won a U of S First and Best Award. Herd also brought a workplace violence prevention course to campus and became the University's first instructor in non-violent crisis intervention. He is currently a Community Peace Officer.

In Rutherford rink, home of the Huskie men's hockey team, Herd's passion for the U of S and for helping students has really shone. After early involvement in 1986–88 videotaping the games, from 1990–2002 he served as the team's trainer and equipment manager.

The many campus co-workers who supported Herd's nomination for the President's Service Award all note how dedicated he has been to the team's success, putting in countless evenings, weekends and vacation days going the extra mile to help the team succeed.

Herd's motto has been “Nobody outworks the Dogs, from the training staff on...” His hard work and excellence impressed coaches and players from his own and many other teams. Current Huskies coach Dave Adolph notes that he “has become a recognized leader in his field worldwide.” He was equipment manager for Canada's national team at World Junior Hockey Championships and other competitions around the world in countries such as Japan, Italy, the USA, the Czech Republic, Finland and Russia—leading to a number of gold medals. He has been an inspiration to team members, coaches and all who have worked with him.

Ever the team player, Herd says he has been blessed with the friendship of countless people, and particularly with having mentors along the way such as hockey associates Troy Parchman, Peter Friesen and Blaine Whyte, and training-staff colleagues Corey Young, Chris Ellis, Scott Berg and many others. He also thanks the staff and management of Security Services for making it possible for him to pursue his volunteer activities.
President’s Medal

This medal is awarded to the undergraduate student with the highest academic standing at Fall Convocation.

Naminder Kaur Sandhu

Naminder Sandhu was born and raised in Calgary, Alberta. Naminder graduates today with a Bachelor of Science Three-year degree in Physiology with Great Distinction. She is also the recipient of the 2004 Fall Convocation Three-year Degree Medal in the College of Arts & Science.

Naminder has been on the Dean’s List in the College of Arts & Science for her first three years of study. She has also been the recipient of such scholarships as the Canadian Millennium Scholarship Foundation National-level Award for community involvement, leadership, innovation and academic achievement, the University of Saskatchewan President’s First and Best Scholarship, the University of Saskatchewan Undergraduate Scholarship and the University of Saskatchewan’s Golden Key Society Ford Scholarship, just to name a few.

Naminder has been active in many volunteer activities and enjoys long-distance running and participating in sports.

She is currently registered in the College of Medicine at the University of Calgary, and she plans to practice pediatric or family medicine in a rural setting. In the future, Naminder would also like to teach and practice in a clinical undergraduate and post-graduate setting.
Convocation Program

October 23, 2004 • 9:00 a.m.
Chancellor W. Thomas (Tom) Molloy, O.C., Q.C., B.A., LL.B., presiding

Procession

The academic procession will enter the hall in the following order: Graduands in the order in which degrees are to be conferred; Faculty; Board of Governors; Senate; Guests of Honour; The President; The Chancellor; The Lieutenant Governor

Welcome

O Canada
David Stam

Invocation
Ursula Wiig, University Chaplain

Introductions

Conferring of Honorary Doctor of Letters Degree
Sharon Butala, B.A., B.Ed., P.G.Dipl.
Presented by Guy Vanderhaeghe

Convocation Address
Sharon Butala

Musical Interlude
Ha’ Penny March
By John Cheetham
The University Wind Orchestra
conducted by Glen Gillis

President’s Statement to the Graduands
Peter MacKinnon

Conferring of Degrees

Petition for Admission
Gordon Barnhart, University Secretary

Presentation of Graduands to the Chancellor
Agriculture presented by Dean Scoles
Arts, Science, Fine Arts and Music presented by Associate Dean Martz, Associate Dean Steele, STM Dean Denis and Dean Dillon
Commerce presented by Dean Pearson
Education presented by Dean Reynolds
Engineering presented by Dean Laguè
Kinesiology presented by Dean Faulkner
Law presented by Dean Cotter
Nursing presented by Dean Horsburgh
Nutrition presented by Associate Professor Zello
Pharmacy presented by Associate Professor Zello
Physical Therapy presented by Associate Dean Harrison
Graduate Studies & Research presented by Associate Dean Dyck and Dean Wishart

Admission to Degrees in Absentia
Presentation of Awards to the Most Distinguished Graduates

Fall Convocation Three-Year Degree Medal presented to Naminder Kaur Sandhu
University Medal in Fine Arts presented to Catherine Marie Lacey
Rose Litman Medal in Humanities presented to Erin Adrienne Greer
University Medal in Sciences presented to Meha Patel
University Medal in Social Sciences presented to Leah Maureen Knox
Dean’s Medal in Arts & Science presented to Leah Maureen Knox
The Goodspeed Award in Commerce presented to Danielle Carrobourg
Saskatchewan Teachers' Federation Prize presented to Steve Roy Wiebe
University Prize in Nursing presented to Janine Adele Decorby
President’s Medal presented to Naminder Kaur Sandhu

Presentation of Awards to Faculty, Staff and Alumni

Alumni Award of Achievement presented to Ernie Walker
Distinguished Graduate Supervisor Award presented to Larry Sackney
Distinguished Researcher Award presented to Marie Battiste
Master Teacher Award presented to Terry Matheson
Distinction in Public Service and Extension Award presented to Bruce Hobin
President’s Service Award presented to Peter Herd

Message from the University of Saskatchewan Alumni Association

Rob Theoret, Alumni Association President

Concluding Remarks
Chancellor Tom Molloy

God Save the Queen
Degrees, Diplomas and Certificates

Diploma in Agriculture
Jessica Cody Klassen, Herbert

Bachelor of Science in Agriculture
Lanny Travis Fisher, Spiritwood
Shawn Frank Glessing, Handel
Muhammad Waradul Islam Junayed, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Jeffrey Rick Keller, Gronlid
Rhea Lee Lancaster, Abbotsford, British Columbia
Ramsee Lorne McGrath, LeRoy
Makoto Morikawa, Tokyo, Japan
Wendy Lynn Numedahl, Naicam
Sheena Marie Roeger, Saskatoon

Bachelor of Arts Three-year
Marianne D. Adam, Prince Albert
Cara Leanne Alsop, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Brenna Jean Anderson, Craven
Krysta Yvonne Arsenault, Saskatoon
Michael Jordan Jacob Berg, Saskatoon
Christopher John Leifur Bergsteinsson, Saskatoon

Lindsay Johanna Bickner, Saskatoon
Sarah Louise Bird, Saskatoon
Douglas William Blair, Prince Albert
Ryan Michael Stuart Block, Saskatoon
Ronald H Boots, Saskatoon
June Buhr, Herbert
Kimberlie Dawn Gwinn Butcher, Saskatoon
Tammy Jean Butler-Chilliak, Saskatoon (with Great Distinction)
Kelly Michelle Cantin, Saskatoon
Kit Bing Chan, Calgary, Alberta
Siu Hung Chan, Hong Kong
Shing Jaw Chaw, Malaysia (with Distinction)
Yi-Chun Joy Chen, Taipei, Taiwan
Angie Catherine Childs, Tisdale
Wing Fong Chung, Hong Kong (with Distinction)
Bree René Kathleen Clark, Saskatoon
Camay Coghlan-Cameron, Ottawa, Ontario (with Distinction)
Jolene Kara Cole, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Kevin Andrew Corbett, Saskatoon
Dale Robin Crain, Muskoday First Nation
Kirsten JoAnne Davis, Shellbrook
Charmaine Darlene DeGagné-Hodgson, St. Brieux
Lisa Anne Dohm, Strasbourg
Svend Aage Eibich, Uranium City
Blair William Etienne, Flin Flon, Manitoba
Erica Dawn Falk, Saskatoon
Stacey Theresa Marie Farwell, Saskatoon
Danielle Gail Fast, Saskatoon
Jamie Ann Forster, Lake Lenore
Amy Danielle Foss, Creelman
Jessica Colleen Fox, Craik
Jeannette Karen Gamble, Beardy’s & Okemasis First Nation
Joanne Michelle Marie Gareau, Saskatoon
Ashria Golam Gazi, Saskatoon
Ci Qing Guan, Kaiping, People's Republic of China
Scott Douglas Hall, Saskatoon
Patricia Suzanne Hankey, Lloydminster, Alberta
Leslea Patricia Hanson, Archerwill (with Distinction)
Faye Lynn Harbicht, Nipawin
Barry Micheal Hardenne, Sonningdale
Megan Elizabeth Robina Harrington, Saskatoon
Sheila Marie Heit, Saskatoon
Jennifer Carlyne Hidlebaugh, Prince Albert
Lok Fai Ho, Saskatoon
Zhe Huang, Shandong, People's Republic of China
Kaid Ashton Huculak, Saskatoon
Sai Kit Hui, Hong Kong (with Distinction)

Trevor Dean Gerard Iron, Canoe Lake Cree First Nation

Carla Britt-Marie Johnson, Melfort
   (with Great Distinction)
Lana Coreen Johnstone-LeDoux, Saskatoon
Jennifer Laurel Jones, North Battleford
   (with Distinction)

Leanne Ruth Kadyschuk, Saskatoon
Khamla Carrie-Ann Khousakoun, Saskatoon
Kathryn Lee Kirkham, Saltcoats
Sarah Jane Koopman, Saskatoon
Jessica April Korte, Moose Jaw

Marni Lynne LaBrash, Saskatoon
   (with Great Distinction)
Keegan Roy Leipnitz, Cochrane, Alberta
Cheryl Charmaine Lenz-Fabian, Saskatoon
   (with Distinction)
Adam Kevin Leung, La Ronge
Stephanie Rose Lewans, Assiniboia
Robert James Lund, Saskatoon (with Distinction)

Sandralee MacKinnon, Saskatoon
Crystal Leigh Dawn Marinuk, Lac La Ronge

Kathleen Phyllis McDonald, Saskatoon
   (with Great Distinction)
Josh Frank McKenzie, Saskatoon
Michelle Christine McLean, Saskatoon
   (with Great Distinction)
Barbara Tanya Meagher, Saskatoon
Rebecca Janelle Medernach, Saskatoon
Alicia Shelia Eloise Morris, Saskatoon

Timmy Tin Yee Ngai, Saskatoon
Shannon Charlene Novak, Saskatoon
   (with Great Distinction)

Frank Corey O'Soup, Yorkton
Marc Joseph Olivier, Saskatoon
Errol David Osecki, Porcupine Plain

Gilbert Wilfrid Perron, Saskatoon
   (with Great Distinction)
Abby Rae Popowich, Saskatoon

Laura Ann Ramsay, Saskatoon (with Great Distinction)
Evelyn Marie Eve Richelhoff, Tramping Lake
Daniel Howard Arthur Richter, Asquith
Jennifer Lyn Rooke, Hay River, Northwest Territories
   (with Great Distinction)
Tasha Lee Rurka, Lloydminster, Alberta
   (with Distinction)
Jennifer Leanne Rusk, Prince Albert
   (with Great Distinction)
Shawn James Rusk, Saskatoon (with Great Distinction)

Jody Douglas Scott, Kamsack (with Distinction)
Delaney Angele Camille Seiferling, Saskatoon
Tim John Shanks, Saskatoon
Andrew Leon Sorge, Saskatoon (with Great Distinction)
Carrie Renee Soroski, Saskatoon
Cherry Elaine Staszczyk, Wynyard
Brian Michael Stewart, Saskatoon
Pamela Elizabeth Stewart, Saskatoon
Daygen Erica Strom, Prince Albert
Sarah Marie Elizabeth Sych, Esterhazy
Cathryn Anne Terleski, Swan River, Manitoba
Michelle Allison Thompson, Paradise Hill
Karen Lin Tokar, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Leah Mae Treacy, Melfort

Daniel Glenn Unger, Lampman
(with Great Distinction)

Karen Ann Vogel, Pelly

Katrina Adrie Whelan, Saskatoon
(with Great Distinction)
Gillian Ruth Wilcox, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Kyle Randall Williams, Calgary, Alberta
Shannon Nicole Wilson, Calgary, Alberta
Adam Ralph Winterhalt, Saskatoon
Crystal Dawn Wright, Saskatoon
Shane Kirk Wunder, Theodore (with Great Distinction)

Kaili Xu, Anging, People’s Republic of China
Shi Yang, Anshan, People’s Republic of China
Jessica Shek Heung Yau, Hong Kong

Debra Harriet Zazelenchuk, Saskatoon

Jacque Lynn Bezler, Marwayne, Alberta
(with Distinction)
Natalie Louise Bishop, Rosthern

David Gabriel Roiz de la Parra Chan, Swift Current
Kit Man Cheung, Hong Kong
Leon Ka-Yeung Cheung, Hong Kong
Yu Wing Chiu, Hong Kong
Isabel Cruz Gonzalez, Saskatoon

Jyoti Sarah Daniels, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Martie Rose Ruth Davies, Paddockwood
Emily Elizabeth Dool, Saskatoon

Tye Michel Elliott, Saskatoon

Bo Feng, Shen Zhen, People’s Republic of China

Josh Nathan Gegner, Saskatoon
Mark Francis Grover, Saskatoon
Charles Michael Gunning, Saskatoon

Stephanie Rae Hillier, Saskatoon
Genevieve Samone Hoeber, Saskatoon

Wendy Lynn Jantzen, Regina

Leah Maureen Knox, Saskatoon
(with Great Distinction)

Allison Roberta Lachance, Big River First Nation
Sarri Bryn Lutkin, Prince Albert (with Distinction)

Nigel Lorne Maxwell, Saskatoon
Marthe Anne McMartin, Elfros
Marla Treasa Minke, Regina
Jillian Dawn Morgan, Saskatoon

Jennifer Michelle Nairn, Portreeve (with Distinction)
Mimi Huyen Nguyen, Saskatoon

Advanced Certificate in Arts

Christine Anne Charmbury, Saskatoon

David Nosakhare Omorodion, Saskatoon

Bachelor of Arts Four-year

Meagan Catherine Allen, Okotoks, Alberta
Justin Peter Veraas Alm, Saskatoon

Stacie Roxane Beadle, Biggar
Gertrude Madeline Bear, Sandy Bay
Amy Jo Anne Marie Norman, Saskatoon
Daniel Dominik Nowak, Saskatoon

Tanya Malintha Pereira, Saskatoon
Deborah Kaye Phenix, The Pas, Manitoba
Jamie Laurell Prentice, Saskatoon

Darcy Lynn Renwick, Milestone
Robert Marcel Roy, Saskatoon

Will Charles Schenn, Humboldt (with Distinction)
Hongliang Shi, Ying Kou, People's Republic of China
Ashlee Christine Simonson, Saskatoon
(with Distinction)
Melissa Dawn Smokeyday, Saskatoon
Zhao Sun, Shen Yang, People's Republic of China
Lindsey Sarah Anne Swan, Canora

Andrew David Tennent, Saskatoon
Drew Michael Thompson, Saskatoon
Robert Junior Tichkowsky, Saskatoon

Shawn Irvin Vanbocquestal, Moose Jaw

Wan Wang, Saskatoon
Garry Shawn Ward, Saskatoon

Jami Lee Young, Saskatoon (with Distinction)

Yuchuan Zhang, Dalian, People's Republic of China

Bachelor of Arts Honours

Kristina Marie Bains, Kamloops, British Columbia
High Honours in English

Mariah Sundaylace Battiste, Eskasoni/Polotek, Nova Scotia
High Honours in Women’s & Gender Studies

Seth Andrew Besenski, Saskatoon
High Honours in English

Crystal Marie Boschman, Prince Albert
Honours in Native Studies and Sociology

Anita Heather Burkell, Saskatoon
Honours in Sociology

Stephanie Ann Cabalt, Saskatoon
Honours in Political Studies

Tasha Anne Elliott, Saskatoon
High Honours in Regional & Urban Development

Brett Wayne Elmgren, Saskatoon
Honours in History

Laura Mélina Darlene Anne Fortier, Saskatoon
Honours in Art History

Felicia Deirdre Gay, Cumberland House
Honours in Art History

Erin Adrienne Greer, Saskatoon
High Honours in Philosophy

Amber Dawn Harriman, Saskatoon
Honours in Native Studies

Jillian Lee Hazel, Elrose
Honours in History

Brady Leigh Hewitt, Regina
High Honours in French

Kathleen Patricia Keating, Wolseley
Honours in English

Wayne Gary Kreger, Langham
High Honours in Religious Studies
Avery Dawn Layh, Langenburg
High Honours in History and Honours in Studio Art

Ting Liu, Cheng Du, People’s Republic of China
Honours in Business Economics

Tyler Donald Lynch, Jansen
Honours in English and History

Rebecca Dawn May, Swift Current
Honours in Sociology

Kim Jonathan McKechney, Saskatoon
High Honours in Political Studies

Ho Yin Mok, Hong Kong
High Honours in Business Economics

Kimberly Marie Nisbet, Saskatoon
High Honours in French

Mathew John Pearson, Denare Beach
Honours in Political Studies

Robin Dawn Elizabeth Solheim, Saskatoon
Honours in Archaeology

Bryan Jerrod Ward, Sherwood Park, Alberta
High Honours in History and Political Studies

Jin Xu, Saskatoon
Honours in Business Economics

Jian Yu, Ruiian, People’s Republic of China
Honours in Business Economics

Susu Zhang, Saskatoon
Honours in Business Economics

Wei Zhou, Jin Zhou, People’s Republic of China
Honours in Business Economics

Karen Lynne Butler, Saskatoon
Bachelor of Science Three-year

Harvir Singh Dhillon, Calgary, Alberta
(with Distinction)

Alexander Bruce Green, Hay River, Northwest Territories

Lesley Ann Hallberg, Biggar
Kenneth Wayne Heasman, Saskatoon
Angela Rae Hengen, Windthorst
(with Great Distinction)
Darryl William Husk, Saskatoon

Ryan Christopher Jesse, Estevan (with Distinction)
Heather Rae Johnson, Saskatoon (with Distinction)

Nicole Anne Katherine Keith, Regina
(with Great Distinction)
Angela Frances Gladys Korchinski, Saskatoon
Paul Daniel Korchinski, Saskatoon
(with Great Distinction)
Michael Andrew Kristoff, Saskatoon

Carrie-Lynn Danielle Jody Lindstrom, Churchbridge

Kimberly Faye Macala, Saskatoon
(with Great Distinction)
Julie-lynne Joyce Mechor, Saskatoon
Evan Robert Moore, Saskatoon (with Distinction)

Michael Riley O’Byrne, Regina (with Great Distinction)

Raenelle Elizabeth Poole, Naicam
(with Great Distinction)

Naminder Kaur Sandhu, Calgary, Alberta
(with Great Distinction)
Prabhdeep Kaur Sandhu, Winnipeg, Manitoba
(with Distinction)
Bradley John Sanesh, Kamloops, British Columbia
Inderpartap Singh Tumber, Calgary, Alberta
Ana-Maria Mabel Warner, Saskatoon
Jordan Marie Woodsworth, Saskatoon
(with Great Distinction)
Fuqu Wu, People's Republic of China
(with Great Distinction)
Xiao Chu Wu, Shanghai, People's Republic of China
(with Great Distinction)
Fan Yang, Saskatoon
Man Pong Yick, Hong Kong

Bachelor of Science Four-year

Godswill Osiomaye Adeoye, Saskatoon
Pierre André Benoit, Prince Albert
(with Great Distinction)
Ayan Chowdhury, Netrakona, Bangladesh
Glenn Dale Chubak, Shell Lake
Colin Leigh Coller, Saskatoon
Benjamin Ryan Cunningham, Saskatoon
Yan Dai, Saskatoon
Kyle Johann Eyvindson, Saskatoon
Shaina Fay Goluboff, Saskatoon
Megan Elizabeth Robina Harrington, Saskatoon
Gueorgui Evguenievich Kadotchnikov, Saskatoon

Bachelor of Science Honours

Christine Wai Hung Law, Saskatoon
Chi-Jung Lee, Taipei, Taiwan
Zhuo Li, Saskatoon (with Distinction)

Colin John McInnes, Saskatoon
Adriana Vargas Del Carpio Moen, Boca Raton, Florida

Ryan Michael Olson, Saskatoon
Mea Patel, Regina (with Great Distinction)
Daniel William Prange, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Dong Song, Dalian, People's Republic of China
Kenta Sugimoto, Suita City, Japan

Gavril Per Larson Tarasoff, Saskatoon
Leah Mae Treacy, Melfort

Ashley Danielle Whyte, Saskatoon
Stephanie Doreen Will, Tisdale

Lifang Xu, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Jing Yi, Changshu City, People's Republic of China
(with Distinction)
Gregory Allen Zaharko, Calgary, Alberta
Jin Zhang, Nanchang, People's Republic of China

Adrianne Elizabeth Begg, Saskatoon
Honours in Land Use & Environmental Studies
Zachery Roderick Belak, Saskatoon
High Honours in Anatomy
Rohini Mandeep Kaur Gundara, Calgary, Alberta
High Honours in Biochemistry
Jun Ma, Shanghai, People’s Republic of China
High Honours in Computer Science

Shaun Justin Neudorf, Saskatoon
High Honours in Microbiology

Ame Leontina Nussbaum, Saskatoon
High Honours in Geography

Sheena Emm Sas, Kamsack
Honours in Microbiology

Jennifer Corinne Schmidt, Regina
Honours in Toxicology

Bachelor of Fine Arts

Mehrdad Baradaran Shokouhi, Saskatoon
(with Distinction)

Marie Emily Brown, Saskatoon (with Distinction)

Jeffery Thomas James Culbert, Hague

Walter Lawrence Dion, Saskatoon
(with Great Distinction and
Distinguished Exhibition)

Catherine Marie Lacey, Saskatoon
(with Great Distinction)

Catherine Jean Manning, Biggar
(with Great Distinction)

Matthew Solomon Rosenberg, Saskatoon
(with Distinction and Distinguished Exhibition)

Danielle Katherine Stasiuk, Humboldt
(with Distinction and Distinguished Exhibition)

Olivia Anne Swerhone-Wick, Saskatoon
Shauna Leigh Sandin Woolery, Saskatoon
(with Distinction and Distinguished Exhibition)

Post Degree Specialization Certificate

Wei Zhang, Saskatoon

Bachelor of Commerce

Garrett Martin Anderson, Prince Albert

Jeanne Francis Crosby Báby, Saskatoon
(with Distinction)

Chad Lee Baron, Osler

Ryan Lee Bonnett, Palmer

Daryl Evan Campbell, Saskatoon

Danielle Yvette Carrobourg, Gravelbourg
(with Distinction)

William Chan, Arcola

Ashley Erin Clarke, Smeaton

Nicole Antoinette Coquet, St. Brieux

Jana Renee Derges, Craven

Karen Lee Downing, Saskatoon (with Distinction)

Andrea Dawn Enns, Saskatoon (with Distinction)

Danielle Gail Fast, Saskatoon

Deborah Anne Fuhrman, Netherhill

Lyle Wayne Glessing, Wilkie

Sharla Rhea Guinan, Saskatoon

Courtney Laine Harder, Melfort

Jennifer Fay Hauberg, Saskatoon

Melissa Ann Haugrud, Asquith
Nathan George Hertz, Kenaston
Jacqueline Cheryl Hunter, Saskatoon
Holly Frances Kelleher, Aberdeen
Elaine Nicki Kosmas, Saskatoon
Jocelyn Ann Krause, Saskatoon
Heather Ann Little, Drumheller, Alberta
Robyn Edward Matieshin, Saskatoon
Jillian Rae Olynick, Naicam
Monir Ahmed Mohamed Osman, Saskatoon
Kyle John Pederson, Allan
Roxanne Maria Raczynski, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Heather Rita Rondeau, Saskatoon
Charlene Lori Schuler, Saskatoon
Troy Arthur Shanks, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Derek John Sieben, Wilkie
Jill Nicole Smith, Saskatoon
Lori Ann Soderberg, Glenbush
Darren Michael Springinatic, Regina
Hilary Joy Stewart, Yorkton
Sommer Dawn Swiderski, Quill Lake
Kelly Dean Thompson, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Xue Xiao, Saskatoon
Darcy Lea Zbaraschuk, Honeymoon

Bachelor of Education

Brandy Kyla Allan, Saskatoon
Charmaine Leana Babey, Saskatoon
Tenielle Shannon Bennett, Dalmeny

Theresa Bonnetrouge, Fort Providence, Northwest Territories
Joan Marlene Rose Charles, Stanley Mission
Ronald Cleary, Deline, Northwest Territories
Sarah Salea Cooke, Star City
Scott Douglas Craig, Saskatoon
Edna Sharon Daigneault, Saskatoon
Teri Lynn Dempster, Prince Albert
Shirley Anne Disain, Uranium City
Shawna Rae Dubiel, Saskatoon
Shelley Rae Eckart, Rosetown
Rhoda Evelyn Marie Fiddler, Cumberland House
Cheyenne Jessica Fineblanket, Loon Lake
LeeAnn Nicole Gervais, Saskatoon
Kariann Irene Gusikoski, Saskatoon
Judy Dorothy Halkett, Little Red River First Nation
Janet Lynn Hansen, Pinehouse Lake
Beverley Victoria Hoskins, Kerrobert
Patricia Elita Ives, Prince Albert (with Distinction)
Chris Joan Janvier, Patuanak
Jolene Renee Malboeuf, La Ronge
Timothy Jason Martin, Parkside
Alexis Sandra McLeod, Stanley Mission
Noella Lynn Mitsuing, Loon Lake
Melanie Christine Nanaquawetung, Fishing Lake First Nation
Andrew Rufus Norwegian, Fort Simpson, Northwest Territories
Delbert Jules Pacquette, Fond du Lac
Tracey Lynne Pelly, Saskatoon
Misty Lee Penner, Meadow Lake (with Distinction)
Ryan Joseph Schmitz, Regina
Natalie Leanne Theriault, La Ronge (with Distinction)
Steve Roy Wiebe, Saskatoon (with Distinction)

**Combined Bachelor of Education and Bachelor of Music in Music Education**

Bradie Leanne Reeds, Maidstone (with Distinction)

**Post Degree Certificate in Education: Special Education**

Chadwick Dean Martens, Brandon, Manitoba
Dustin Martin Reekie, North Battleford

**Bachelor of Science in Engineering**

* Agricultural & Bioresource Engineering  
  Cody Clark Metheral, Foremost, Alberta

* Civil Engineering  
  Robert Andrew Dudiak, Saskatoon
  Trevor Perry Charles Podaima, Flin Flon, Manitoba

* Chemical Engineering  
  Melawati Handojo, Jakarta, Indonesia

**Electrical Engineering**

Jeffrey Calvin Sutherland, Saskatoon

**Mechanical Engineering**

Kirk Dean Backstrom, Prince George, British Columbia
Chandran Sambasivam, Saskatoon

**Bachelor of Science in Kinesiology**

Cora Annette Andreas, Elrose
Suzanne Marie Baan, Birch Hills  
  (with Great Distinction)
Amanda Maged Daou, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Shelley Dawn Dudding, Lloydminster, Alberta  
  (with Great Distinction)
Taylor Fallow Dyer, Viscount
Brent Garnet Friesen, Laird
Heather Lynn Henning, Lanigan
Beverley Victoria Hoskins, Kerrobert
Rosalyn Dawn Howey, Saskatoon
Laurel Dawn Leys, Saskatoon
Ryan Michael Okrainetz, Allan
Jessica Ann Peterson, Ogema (with Distinction)
Tonilee Dawn Rees Sefton, Broadview
Shannon Rae Storey, Canwood
Tolga Yanik, Ankara, Turkey
Aaron Marlene Zarusky, Regina
Bachelor of Laws

Sun Min Currie Lee, Taegu, South Korea

Ginger Lee Siemens, Saskatoon

Bachelor of Science in Nursing

Caroline Yvonne Bailey, Martensville
Alison Desiree Barrington, Regina
Dona Jean Bedi, Saskatoon
Kyra Lynne Bell, Regina
Shelley Marie Berlinic, Quill Lake
(with Great Distinction)
Angela Magnalin Boehme, Wolseley
Nadia Anne Bowen, Saskatoon (with Great Distinction)
Olga Michelle Boyachek, Saskatoon
Kathryn Michelle Buell, Albertville
Joanne Marie Burkholder, Denare Beach
Ina Jean Busby, Prince Albert (with Distinction)

Jessica Rae Campbell, North Battleford
(with Great Distinction)
Tiffany Leone Caron, Saskatoon
Lisa Lee-Ann Chamberlin, Rouleau
Lydia Seoyoone Choi, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Dana Marnelle Clay, Fillmore (with Distinction)
Deanna Kelsey Clubbe, Balgonie
Jean Elizabeth Coe, Saskatoon
Jeannelle Monique Corbeil, Meota
Lisa Maria Currie, Regina (with Distinction)

Christine Lorrie Davis, Regina
Karen Joan Day, Regina
Janine Adele Decorby, Spy Hill (with Great Distinction)
Heather Jean Doell, Saskatoon
Tanya Marie Drinnan, Prince Albert
Melissa Jean Dykhuizen, Rosthern (with Distinction)

Nyle Gaylene Eftoda, Saskatoon

Amy Theresa-Mary Fischer, Lumsden
Susan Leslie Foss, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Cathleen Mary Frerichs, Saskatoon

Donald Antony Gabriel, Porcupine Plain
Jennifer Lynn Gardiner, Regina
Connie Lee Garstin, Pilot Butte
Katherine Ann Gerwing, Saskatoon
Karen Ruth Elizabeth Gonyou, Saskatoon
MariElena Guerrero-O'Neil, Regina
Nicole Raina Guillet, St. Briex

Lisa Alexandra Haggerty, Saskatoon
Charlotte May Hedlund, Saskatoon
Nichol Carlene Hagedus, Saskatoon
Kristy Carolyn Herperger, Regina
Penny Lou Hintz, Shellbrook
Crystal Margaret Hjorth, Regina
Gabriel Andrew Hogan, Regina (with Distinction)
Renée Yvette Holowaty, Foam Lake
(with Great Distinction)
Leah Rae Louise Hrebeniuk, Hudson Bay
(with Distinction)
Shelly Wynne Hutchinson, Humboldt

Shannon Marie Iverson, Battleford

Karen Patricia Jones, Regina

Andrea Kristin Kattler, Regina
Kimberly Brianne Katzberg, Regina
Karen Louise Stewart Kinaschuk, Turtleford
(with Distinction)
Sheila Jane Emily Kiryk, Muenster
Sheri Lynn Kosheluk, Preeceville
(with Great Distinction)
Sandra Jane Davidson Kozan, Yorkton
Crystal Robin Kroeker, Quill Lake (with Distinction)
Jody Roxanne Kuntz, Vibank
Wanda Marie La Coste, Weyburn
Susan Lee Lamarche, Saskatoon
Michelle Anne Levesque, Regina

Jeffrey Paul Magyar, Regina
Stacy Allan Mants, Saskatoon (with Distinction)
Craig Charles Massey, Saskatoon
Anna-Marie Lynn Mazurkewich, Cudworth
Tracey Lynn McCaig-Beattie, Saskatoon
Karen May Merasty, Prince Albert
Erin Jennifer Meyers, Swift Current
Leah Paige Mountstephen, Regina (with Distinction)
Marilyn Rosanne Murray, Sturgis
Linda Dianne Myers, Moose Jaw (with Distinction)
Tracy Lynn Myhre, Saskatoon (with Distinction)

Sheriane Marie Helen Wallace, Saskatoon
Amanda Lynn Wells, Eston
Brian Lyle Wenc, Saskatoon
Tanya Lee Williams, Regina
Roberta Mae Wiwcharuk, Sturgis (with Distinction)
Pamela Gaye Anthony Woodsworth, Saskatoon
(with Distinction)

Patricia Ann Zip, Saskatoon

Bachelor of Science in Nutrition

Edward Leo Schwab, Wilkie
Melanie Divina Stevens, Flin Flon, Manitoba
Marika Dianne Strader, Iqaluit, Nunavut

Bachelor of Science in Pharmacy

Gwendolyne Ann Anderson, Hudson Bay
James Ronald Davis, Regina

Bachelor of Science in Physical Therapy

Matthew John Enns, Rosthern (with Distinction)
Raymond Jackson Giroux, Weyburn
Celeste Rejane Lynch, Saskatoon
Rona Bree Rooke, Saskatoon

Lanna Faye Vail, Saskatoon
Louise Ann Verklan, Nipawin (with Distinction)
Postgraduate Diploma

Naomi Blossom Carriere, Cumberland House
Biology

Saminda Indunil Chandraratne, Saskatoon
Toxicology

Burton Walton Harper, Saskatoon
Educational Administration

Paul Keith Humbert, Saskatoon
Educational Administration

Shirley Claire Krueckl, Saskatoon
Curriculum Studies

Marie Ellen Martin McMunn, Regina
Educational Foundations

Heather Ann Miller, Saskatoon
Business Administration

Olubunmi Olugbemi Olowe, Saskatoon
Mechanical Engineering

Cory Scott Popoff, Canora
Educational Administration

Suzanne Marie Rooke, Saskatoon
Biology

Carrie Ann Schemenauer, Saskatoon
Educational Psychology & Special Education

Master of Arts

Adegboyega Temitope Adesina, Lagos, Nigeria
Economics - Project: Households’ Time and Money Allocation

Jay Gordon Albrecht, Grande Prairie, Alberta
History - Thesis: Dying for Ireland-Hunger Striking for Political Status by Republican Prisoners, 1913-1923

Donald James Best, Calgary, Alberta
Sociology - Thesis: Searching For Answers: Understanding the Implications of User Knowledge of Search Engines

Mohammad Rokonuzzaman Bhuiyan, Saskatoon
Economics - Thesis: Real and Nominal Effects of Monetary Policy Shocks

firat bilgel, Bursa, Turkey

Kelly Selina Bronson, Saskatoon
Sociology - Thesis: Of Global Cause and Consequence: The Organic Farmers of Saskatchewan Versus Monsanto and Bayer

Catherine Mudola Bulogosi, Saskatoon

Riel David Ian Cloutier, Winnipeg, Manitoba
Archaeology - Thesis: Testing Contemporaneity: The Avonlea and Besant Complexes on the Northern Plains

Obiageli Chigozie Emodi, Obosi, Nigeria

Deborah Elaine Farrow, Saskatoon
Archaeology - Thesis: Fine Screen Faunal Analysis from the Hartley Site (FaNp-19)
Leon Myles Ferguson, Saskatoon
Psychology - Thesis: Assessing the Correctional Service of Canada: High Intensity Family Violence Prevention Program

Julie Ann Gibbings, Saskatoon
History - Thesis: Becoming Green Citizens and Other Subjects: Community Forests in the Mayan Biosphere Reserve, Guatemala

Deanna Lyn Howard, Saskatoon
English - Thesis: 'King Lear' and Cinematic Appropriation: Kozintsev's Korol Ler and Kurosawa's Ran

Paul David Jenkins, Toronto, Ontario

Kimberley Gail Kuzak, Saskatoon
Women's & Gender Studies - Thesis: The Colliding of Worlds: Local Beauty and Fashion Consumption in a Global Context

Donna Marie Lummerding, Saskatoon
Sociology - Thesis: An Investigation of Men and Masculinities in Later Life - Living with Chronic Illness

Barbara Diane MacDonald, Saskatoon

Erin Jodi Millions, Nipawin

Emily Jane Morris, Winlaw, British Columbia
English - Thesis: Chartists and Amazons: Gender and Class in Elizabeth Gaskell's Mary Barton and Cranford

Adrian Antonio Carlo Pocobelli, Saskatoon

Nicole Faye Pogue, Creighton
Political Studies - Thesis: Voter Turnout in Saskatchewan: How Important are Civic Education and Community Participation

Karla Dawn Radloff, La Ronge
Political Studies - Thesis: Cooperatives and State Ownership in Northern Saskatchewan Under the CCF Government

Tracy Lee Ridalls, Saskatoon
Women's & Gender Studies - Thesis: Our Barbies, Ourselves: An Exploratory Study of Girls' Play with Barbie

Adrienne Elizabeth Robb, Dalmeny
Economics - Project: Measuring the State of Canada's Environmental Performance

Jocelyn Sian Rutherford, Saskatoon
Archaeology - Thesis: Hillslope Sediments and Landscape Evolution in Wanuskewin Heritage Park: A Geoarchaeological Interpretation

Daniel Oduro Sem, Kumasi, Ghana
Philosophy - Thesis: Preemption Against Terror: Just War Pacifist Approach

Stacey Catherine Smith Coleman, Prince Albert
Political Studies - Thesis: The Health Council of Canada: A Study in Intergovernmental Relations

Allyson Donna Stevenson, Saskatoon
History - Thesis: The Métis Cultural Brokers and the Western Numbered Treaties, 1869-1877
Serife Tekin, Denizli, Turkey

Shelley Iris Turriff-Jonasson, Winnipeg, Manitoba
Psychology - Thesis: Use of Prenatal Testing, Emotional Attachment to the Fetus and Fetal Health Locus of Control

Jill Louise Tzupa, Churchbridge
English - Thesis: Unceasing Occupation: Love and Survival in Three Late-Twentieth-Century Canadian World War II Novels

Kevin Wayne Whatley, Kindersley
Archaeology - Thesis: The Analysis of the Sherwin Campbell Site (Eg0a-5): An Old Women's Phase Site of Southwest Saskatchewan

Rachel Elizabeth Lynn Whidden, Winnipeg, Manitoba
Political Studies - Thesis: Science Controversies and Public Policy: A Case Study of Genetically Engineered Food

Haul Kamsari, Saskatoon
Jasleen Kaur, Ludhiana, India

Armando Sampaio Navarro Lessa, Saskatoon
Changfeng Liu, Beijing, People's Republic of China
Shane Christopher Lynn Lowenberger, Saskatoon

Scott Robert McClurg, Saskatoon

Carl Methodius Nahachewsky, Saskatoon
Elizabeth Nanak, Saskatoon
Angella Dawn Pinay, Sakimay

Timothy Wade Shirkey, Regina
William Graham Stephens, Saskatoon
Qin Wang, Beijing, People's Republic of China
Lisette Xavier, Saskatoon

Master of Continuing Education

Carol Ann Bullin, Grandora
Educational Foundations - Project: Clinical Skills Curriculum: Reflections on a New Approach to Competency Based Education in Nursing

Sunyi Choi, Saskatoon
Educational Foundations - Project: Healing and Therapy Through Music for the Elderly in Care Homes: A Review of Literature

Master of Education

Ryan Michael Ashuk, Edmonton, Alberta
Educational Psychology & Special Education - Thesis: Narratives of Males with Eating Disorders
Murray Glen Besenski, Saskatoon
Educational Administration - Project: Transition Issue for the At-Risk Student Moving from Elementary School to High School

Marie Elaine Boatness, Saskatoon
Educational Psychology & Special Education - Thesis: Narratives of Sudden Traumatic Loss

Elena Marie Pajunen Brand, Lloydminster, Alberta
Curriculum Studies - Thesis: Teacher and Teacher Assistant Perceptions of Their Relationship

Laurie Elaine Brand, Morse
Curriculum Studies - Thesis: A Case Study of Selected Rural Secondary Students’ Experiences With Online Distance Education

Patsy Lee Brooks, Hudson Bay
Educational Psychology & Special Education - Thesis: Presence: Creating the Space for Possibility

Donna Cheryl Chalifoux, Dalmeny
Curriculum Studies - Project: Fostering Literacy in the Home Economics Classroom

Sunyi Choi, Korea
Educational Foundations - Project: Healing and Therapy Through Music for the Elderly in Care Homes: A Review of Literature

Gordon Paul Enns, Osler
Educational Foundations - Project: The Effect of Globalization on Family Farming

Troy Patrick Froehlich, Swift Current
Educational Administration - Project: Middle Year's School Policy: Effects on Adolescent Behaviour

Rick Michael Garman, Saskatoon
Educational Administration - Project: Transitional Concerns of At-Risk Students

Joan Cecelia Germain, Saskatoon
Curriculum Studies - Project: GIRLZ N THE HOOD: Doing Pilates at the White Buffalo Youth Lodge

Phillip George Gleim, Watrous
Educational Administration - Project: Fundraising in Saskatchewan Schools and School Divisions: An Examination of School Division Policies

Janet Marie Grant, Saskatoon
Educational Psychology & Special Education - Project: Non-Verbal Learning Disabilities: Their Impact on Social Skills

Charlene Marie Herman, Saskatoon
Educational Foundations - Project: Meeting Place: A Conversation of Metis People on Education and Culture

Paul Keith Humbert, Saskatoon
Educational Administration - Project: The School-Based Administrator’s Role in Developing School Culture: An Application of a Best Practices Framework

Blaise Kirchgesner, Saskatoon
Educational Administration - Project: The Study of Teacher Absenteeism in an Urban School Division

Dwight Lester Kirkpatrick, Saskatoon
Curriculum Studies - Project: Student Voices Promoting Healthy Choices

Lisa Marie Krol, Saskatoon
Educational Psychology & Special Education - Thesis: Reading Disabilities in ESL Learners

Patricia Anne Lysyk, Prince Albert
Curriculum Studies - Thesis: Teacher Practical Knowledge in the Middle Level Science Classroom
Brian William James Matisz, Saskatoon
Educational Administration - Project: From Vision to Reality: The Implementation of a Revised Teacher Supervision Policy

Louise Susan McCulloch, Saskatoon
Curriculum Studies - Project: The Healing House: Curriculum and the Wounded Heart

Krista Kathleen Memory, Vanscoy
Curriculum Studies - Thesis: Conflict Toolbox: Resolution Strategies in Early Elementary Classrooms

Tracy Dyan Mercredi, Prince Albert
Curriculum Studies - Thesis: Stories From School: Celebrating and Learning from the Success of Aboriginal Graduates

Carla Alexandra Moffat, Saskatoon
Educational Foundations - Thesis: In Search of Greener Grass: Finding the Path from English Hegemony to Multilingualism

Mutammam, Saskatoon
Educational Administration - Project: Leading School Transformation into Learning School

David Richard Pratte, Saskatoon
Curriculum Studies - Project: A Revision to Telemedia: an Activity in Television Production

Michelle Phyllis Prytula, Vonda
Educational Administration - Thesis: Ctrl-Alt-Change: Educators’ Perceptions of Technology in School

Debra Helen Roth, Langham
Educational Psychology & Special Education - Thesis: Adult Reflections on Childhood Verbal Abuse

Barbara Joy MacDonald Sanderson, Rosetown
Educational Psychology & Special Education - Thesis: Experiencing Farming in Stressful Times: A Naturalistic Inquiry

Vicki Lynn Squires, Saskatoon
Educational Administration - Thesis: Partner Development and the Role of the Administrative Team

Robert Gordon Thomas, Saskatoon
Curriculum Studies - Thesis: The Experiences of Five Rural Teachers with the Implementation of the Elementary Physical Education Curriculum

Master of Engineering

Reza Ahrabian, Saskatoon
Electrical Engineering - Project: MultiProcessor InterConnection

Durga Prasad Padarthi Venkata, Saskatoon
Electrical Engineering - Project: MATLAB and Simulink Models for Communication Systems

Master of Fine Arts

Diana Cathryn Savage, Saskatoon
Art & Art History - Thesis: Flicker

Master of Laws

Thomas Craig Jewiss, Saskatoon (posthumously)
### Master of Nursing

Blanche Irene Anderson, Saskatoon  
**Project:** Parse’s Theory of Human Becoming in Practice: Reflections from the Lived Experience of True Presence in a Group

Jocelyn Rae Andrews, Saskatoon  
**Thesis:** The Relationship Between Hepatitis C Virus and Injection Drug Use in Saskatoon Street Youth

Christine Sian Barlow, Saskatoon  
**Project:** Seven Quantum Skills: A Whitewater Survival Guide for Nurses

Lori Anne Chartier, Saskatoon  
**Project:** Breaking the Silence: Nursing Leadership in Establishing a Culture of Safety

Dawne Colleen Ilinsky, Fairy Glen  
**Thesis:** Loneliness in Older Adults

Sandra Lynn Jansen, Moose Jaw  
**Thesis:** The Psychometric Testing of an Urinary Incontinence Nursing Assessment Instrument

Michelle Marie King, Hoey  
**Project:** The Importance of Mentorship in Nursing

Robyn Tish Kobussen, Saskatoon  
**Project:** Enhancing Nursing Relationships Through Understanding Conflict

Gwendolyn Jean Mahar, Saskatoon  
**Project:** Following the Leader

Marcella Joann Ogenschuk, Saskatoon  
**Project:** Adolescent Alcohol Use: How Can Nursing Influence Policy in a Primary Health Context?

Tarra Lee Pinkoski, Saskatoon  
**Project:** Using Evidence to Develop Practice Guidelines: A Personal Experience

Debora June Shanks, Dalmeny  
**Project:** Consent Issues in Posthumous Organ Donation: Misconceptions and Facts

Victoria Ann Smart, Dalmeny  
**Project:** Primary Health Teamwork: An Expertise to Develop

Kimberly Ann Thiessen, Saskatoon  
**Project:** The House Model of Service Delivery Project: Testing of a Model for Best Practice in HIV Education, Prevention and Support

### Master of Professional Accounting

Kimberly Anne Angle, Bow Island, Alberta

Alia Parisa Bandali, Richmond, British Columbia

Teresa Amber Bare, Saskatoon

Jonathan Mark Bergen, Vancouver, British Columbia

Valerie Mae Bertram, Eston

Heather Leanne Booker, Empress, Alberta

Scott Theodore Alexander Boychuk, Saskatoon

Jennifer Lynn Burford, Vancouver, British Columbia

Bryan Dwayne Chan, Calgary, Alberta

Gini Chi-Kin Chow, Edmonton, Alberta

Tiffany Wai Fun Choy, Vancouver, British Columbia

Dale Lynn Culler, Taber, Alberta

Adam Udoh Darbellay, Saskatoon

Ahmer Daudi, Mississauga, Ontario

Travis Lee de Koning, Winnipeg, Manitoba

Patrick Wallace Delisle, Calgary, Alberta

Heidi Lynn Dieckmann, Coquitlam, British Columbia

Amanda Isabel Dukart, Arcola
Fiona Moire Eustace, Wolseley
Claire Aileen Garvin, St. Albert, Alberta
Andrea Frances Gemmell, Calgary, Alberta
Karen Leanne Gobin, Grande Prairie, Alberta
Angela Lau Gosselin, Calgary, Alberta
Carrie Ilene Honey, Calgary, Alberta
Sarah Lynn Hussey, Coquitlam, British Columbia
Gloria Ingabire, Saskatoon
Michelle Lynn Knouse, Prince Albert
Courtney Paul Kolla, Saskatoon
Jennifer Lindsay Krystoff, Drumheller, Alberta
Melanie Dawn Lafontaine, Saskatoon
Charmian Ka-Yan Lee, Calgary, Alberta
Karen Christine Lee, Vancouver, British Columbia
Jennifer Lynn Leschasin, Shoal Lake, Manitoba
Sung-Gyu Lim, Edmonton, Alberta
Alison Marguerite Lugtighed, Ottawa, Ontario
Melanie Dawn MacDonald, Elrose
Angus C. Mak, Edmonton, Alberta
Maria Sara Mathew, Victoria, British Columbia
Lorrie Anne McLeod, Saskatoon
Matthew John Metz, Holdfast
Natasha Lyn Meyer, St. Albert, Alberta
Stefanie Linda Miller, Shellbrook
Jay Allen Mitchell, Saskatoon
Laurier Maurice Joseph Poirier, Bellegarde
Nicole Marie Roberts, Vancouver, British Columbia
Shaina Brianne Robertson, Calgary, Alberta
Kathleen Renee Schiller, Calgary, Alberta
Regan Neil Schmidt, Southey
Jamie Lynne Smith, Moose Jaw
Sukhpreet Kaur Sohi, Calgary, Alberta
Rhiân Mary Stewart, Truro, Nova Scotia
Matthew John Sundal, Calgary, Alberta
Jonathan Ross Taylor, Strathmore, Alberta
Terry John Tekatch, Regina
Rodney James Trayhorne, Elrose
Mark Philip Tysdal, Briercrest
Amber Renee Unick, Saskatoon
Neelkamal Kaur Wadhwa, Edmonton, Alberta
Megan Elizabeth Wilkinson, Regina
Cheryl Lynn Wilks, Candle Lake
Ge Wu, Beijing, People’s Republic of China
Gala Ka Yee Yeung, Vancouver, British Columbia
Jinghui Zhang, Zheng Zhou, People’s Republic of China
Michael J. Zimmer, Calgary, Alberta

Master of Science
Derek Alvin Abbott, Tisdale
Applied Microbiology & Food Science- Thesis: Effects of the Wild Yeasts Dekkera and Brettanomyces on Fuel Alcohol Production
Suzan Mohamed Gamal Abo El-Ghar, Saskatoon
Pathology - Thesis: Cardiac Risk Factors in Renal Transplantation
Christopher James Arnold, Saskatoon
Daniel Thomas Aspel, Saskatoon
Kyla Dawn Avis, Cabri
Community Health & Epidemiology - Thesis:
Examining Measles, Mumps and Rubella (MMR)
Immunization in the City of Saskatoon: Can
Neighborhood Characteristics Predict Coverage Rates

Mukasa Tenyogtar Bagonluri, Owlo, Upper West Ghana
Chemistry - Thesis: LC and LC-MS Method for
Lidocaine and MEGX in Velvet Antler

Manish Baweja, Indore, India
Mechanical Engineering - Thesis: The Finite Element
Method Simulation of Active Optimal Vibration

Norman Robert Bennett, Yellowknife,
Northwest Territories
Community Health & Epidemiology - Thesis:
Identifiable Injuries Among Aboriginal Peoples
Compared to Non-Aboriginal Peoples in the Urban
Yukon and Northwest

Amit Arvind Bhojkar, Mumbai, India
Mechanical Engineering - Thesis: Fault Simulator for
Proportional Solenoid Valves

Kylie Clinton Bilz, North Bay, Ontario
Kinesiology - Thesis: The Effects of Impact Loading
During Adolescence on Adult Bone Strength Indices

Amitpal Bimbhra, Saskatoon
Electrical Engineering - Thesis: An Impedance Relay
Design and the Impact of Anti-Aliasing Filters on its
Performance

Emma Boghossian, Saskatoon
Civil Engineering - Thesis: Plastic Shrinkage Cracking
of Flax Fibre Reinforced Concrete

Jason Michael Bostick, Lloydminster, Alberta
Kinesiology - Thesis: Exercising in a Structured Versus
an Unstructured Setting: An Application of the Theory
of Planned Behaviour

Angela Dale Brown-Ogrodnick, Saskatoon
Community Health & Epidemiology - Thesis: Factors
that Influence Health Services Utilization for Emotional
or Mental Health Reasons among University Students

Yang Cao, Saskatoon
Computer Science - Thesis: Agent Programmability,
Surveillance and Privacy in a Multi-Agent Learning
Environment

Jane Martha Cavanagh, Lloydminster, Alberta
Mechanical Engineering - Thesis: Clothing Flammability
and Singe Burn Injury in Normal and Micro-Gravity

Ryaz Chagpar, Saskatoon
Biochemistry - Thesis: Role of A-RAF and p85 in
Regulation of the PTEN/P13K Signaling Axis

Jingxin Chen, Calgary, Alberta
Electrical Engineering - Thesis: Carrier Recovery in
Burst-Mode 16-QAM

Sonia Anne Chiasson, Beresford, New Brunswick
Computer Science - Thesis: The Effects of the Media
Equation on Children

Mandy Jane De Jong, Saskatoon
Pharmacy - Thesis: Satisfaction with Clinical Pharmacy
Services Provided to Special Care Homes in
Saskatchewan

Leah Kristine Deibert, Saskatoon
Microbiology & Immunology - Thesis: Cloning and
Characterization of the Human Homologue of a Novel
Transcription Factor, MS-1, Discovered in an R3230AC
Rat

Marina Rita Facci, Lusaka, Zambia
Anatomy & Cell Biology - Thesis: The Effect of a
Dietary Phase 2 Protein Inducer on Inflammatory
Parameters in Blood and Liver of Spontaneously
Hypertensive Stroke Prone Rats
Tara-Leigh Fleming, Dartmouth, Nova Scotia
Kinesiology - Thesis: Body-Related Emotional Experiences of Young Aboriginal Women

Véronique Fontaine, St-Jean-Chrysostome, Quebec
Agricultural & Bioresource Engineering- Thesis: Development of a Vision-Based Local Positioning System for Weed Detection

Bradley Ryan Andrew Geddes, Leduc, Alberta

Emir Halepovic, Saskatoon
Computer Science - Thesis: Performance Evaluation & Benchmarking of the JXTA Peer-to-Peer Platform

Lee-Ryeok Han, Seoul, South Korea

Tyler Graham Hanlan, Briercrest
Plant Science - Thesis: Canopy Architecture and Stem Stiffness in Lentil

Bradley Jonathon Hope, Provost, Alberta
Biochemistry - Thesis: The Identification of Arabidopsis thaliana Mutants Altered in Photosynthetic Responses to Light and Temperature

Kimberly Anne Hruska, Esterhazy
Toxicology - Thesis: Development of a Life Cycle Bioassay with Chironomus tentas in Artificial Streams

Michelle Dawn Irvine, Calgary, Alberta
Toxicology - Thesis: Assessment of the Impact of Oil and Gas Industry Emissions on the European Starling (Sturnus vulgaris)

Melissa Mary Kallas, Vancouver, British Columbia
Toxicology - Thesis: Genotoxic Effects of Petroleum Industry Emissions in Richardson's Ground Squirrels (Spermophilus richardsonii)

Lynette Rene Keyowski, Saskatoon
Agricultural Economics - Thesis: An Examination of Factors Influencing Producer Adoption of HT Canola

Mildred Abena Karl Koranteng, Saskatoon

Robin Christine Kusch, Saskatoon
Biology - Thesis: The Effects of Predation Risk on Phenotypic and Hatching Time Variation in Fathead Minnow (Pimephales promelas) Embryos

Chad Damon Lawley, Saskatoon

Xiaohong Liu, Cheng De, People’s Republic of China
Physiology - Thesis: Characterization of a Voltage and Osmosensitive Cation Current in Magnocellular Neurosecretory Cells

Qiuju Lu, Changle, People’s Republic of China
Plant Science - Thesis: Feasibility of a Tip Grafting System for Fruit Breeding and its Effect on Cold Hardiness and Juvenility

Jana Susan Malinowski, Saskatoon
Medicine - Thesis: The Effectiveness of the Disease Modifying Anti-Rheumatic Drugs, Injectable Gold, Hydroxychloroquine & Tumour Necrosis Factor Alpha Inhibitors in Preventing Disability in Rheumatoid Arthritis
Darlene Anne Meeds, Saskatoon

Kelli Leigh Metzler, Yorkton
Microbiology - Thesis: The Mutant-Prevention Concentration and its Application to Staphylococcus aureus

Christian Alexander Miller, Saskatoon

Laxmikanta Mishra, Medicine Hat, Alberta
Computer Science - Thesis: Automatic Retrieval of Discussion Forum Postings

Enas Mohamed Adel Aly Mohamed, Saskatoon
Electrical Engineering - Thesis: Finite Element Model of a Piezo-Film Accelerometer

Karen Elaine Mosier, Saskatoon
Pharmacy - Thesis: Does Dose-Staggering Reduce Metabolic Drug-Drug Interaction Between Clozapine and Fluvoxamine in Dog?

Clark Allan Mundt, Ottawa, Ontario
Kinesiology - Thesis: Relationships of Physical Activity and Sugar-Sweetened Drink Consumption on Fat Mass Growth of Adolescents

Skipper Jeremy George Munshaw, Gull Lake
Mechanical Engineering - Thesis: Heavy-Duty Diesel Engine Wear and Efficiency Study Using Canola-Based Fuel Lubricity Additives

Jorgelina Rosa Muscatello, Buenos Aires, Argentina
Toxicology - Thesis: Chronic Toxicity and Accumulation of Uranium in the Aquatic Invertebrate Chironomus tentans

Priscilla Neeliah-Chinniah, Curepipe, Mauritius
Finance & Management Science - Thesis: In Income We Trust? An Empirical Examination of the Canadian Income Trust Market

Kenneth Marvin Nelson, Saskatoon
Chemistry - Thesis: Stereoselective Synthesis: Studies Involving Dipole-Stabilized Carbanions α Nitrogen

Ayodele Oladele Ogunyemi, Ido Ekiti, Nigeria
Computer Science - Thesis: Supporting Software Architecture Inspections During Software Evolution

Stephen Oluwatoyn Olutimayin, Mopo, Nigeria
Mechanical Engineering - Thesis: Vapor Boundary Layer Growth During Transient Heat and Moisture Transfer in Cellulose Insulation

Randal Scott Osicki, Melville
Civil & Geological Engineering - Thesis: Compatibility Pre-Screening of Bentonite-Based Barrier Systems

Filip Andrzej Palasz, Saskatoon
Toxicology - Thesis: Bioavailability and Toxicity of Lead Shot to Small Mammals and Soil Invertebrates from Canadian Prairie Shooting Ranges

Jeremy Phillip Pfeifer, Saskatoon
Computer Science - Thesis: Checkpointing and Coordination in Grid Systems

Nadine Penny Poulton, Saskatoon
Veterinary Biomedical Sciences - Thesis: The Effects of Treadmill Training in Hemi-Parkinsonian Rats
Sanjeevakumar Redlapalli, Kadiri, India
Mechanical Engineering - Thesis: Development of Neural Units with Higher-Order Synaptic Operations and their Applications to Logic Circuits and Control Problems

Erin Nicole Sawyer, Coquitlam, British Columbia
Agricultural Economics - Thesis: The Economic Impacts of Harmonizing Organic Standards Internationally

Tonglin Shang, Saskatoon

Harjinder Singh Sidhu, Barnala, India

Niraj Sinha, Ranchi, India
Mechanical Engineering - Thesis: Modeling for Effective Computer Support to MEMS Product Development

Susan Patricia Skinner, Penticton, British Columbia
Biology - Thesis: Linking Decision Support Systems for Ducks with Relative Abundance of Other Grassland Bird Species

Amy Caroline Skopik, Saskatoon
Computer Science - Thesis: Improving Memorability in Fisheye Views

Andrea Diane Smida, Flin Flon, Manitoba
Toxicology - Thesis: Establishment of a Genetically Modified Stable Granulosa Cell Line to Study the Effects of Endocrine Disrupting Chemicals

Jeffrey David Solheim, Saskatoon
Computer Science - Thesis: Causal Animation as an Aid to Understanding Node-Link Diagrams

Ki-Young Song, Mokpo, South Korea
Mechanical Engineering - Thesis: Neural Units with Higher-Order Synaptic Operations with Applications to Edge Detection and Control Systems

Peter Michael Sprague, Saskatoon
Environmental Engineering - Thesis: Community Stakeholder Salience to the Forestry Firm: A Property-Rights Game-Theoretic Analysis

Masae Takeda, Kashiwa-shi, Japan
Soil Science - Thesis: Solubilization of Rock Phosphate by Penicillium bilaiae: Mechanism and the Feasability for Use in Organic Crop Production

Peter Allan Thorpe, Saskatoon
Mechanical Engineering - Thesis: Development of Non-Destructive Test Methods for Assessment of In-Use Fire Fighter’s Protective Clothing

Bei Wang, Beijing, People’s Republic of China
Agricultural & Bioresource Engineering - Thesis: Pre-Treatment of Flax Fibers for Use in Rotationally Molded Biocomposites

Bin Wang, Saskatoon
Chemistry - Thesis: Study on Face Selective Reactions of Symmetric Enolates

Travis Kent Wiens, Kipling

Jeffrey Charles Wildeman, Esk

Michael Frederick Winter, Saskatoon
Computer Science - Thesis: Developing a Group Model for Student Software Engineering Teams
Monique Elizabeth Wismer, Macklin
Soil Science - Thesis: In Vitro Metabolism of Benzene by Plant Cell Suspensions

Christopher Mark Worman, Saskatoon
Computer Science - Thesis: Decomposing Polygons into r-stars or $\alpha$-Boundable Subpolygons

Peng Xu, Shenyang, People’s Republic of China
Computer Science - Thesis: Event-Based Fault-Management in MAS

Benjamin Arthur Gary Zettl, Kronau

Chun Zhen Zhang, Beijing, People’s Republic of China

Doctor of Philosophy

Gail Laurette Andrew, Kapuskasing, Ontario
Psychology - Thesis: A Grounded Theory of Child Abuse

Stanley Kalman Bardal, Prince Albert
Pharmacology - Thesis: Angiogenic Growth Factors in the Treatment of Vascular Dysfunction in the Streptozotocin-Induced Diabetic Rat

Willow Inez Brown, Prince George, British Columbia
Educational Administration - Thesis: Building a Learning Community Through Restitution: A Case Study

Cornelia Monika B. Burian, Calgary, Alberta
English - Thesis: Modernity’s Shock and Beauty: Trauma and the Vulnerable Body in D. H. Lawrence, Rainer Maria Rilke and Virginia Woolf

Jeffery William Dobchuk, Saskatoon
Mechanical Engineering - Thesis: Control of a Hydraulically Actuated Mechanism Using a Proportional Valve and a Linearizing Feedforward Controller

Lorne Edward Doig, Prince Albert
Toxicology - Thesis: Influence of Organic Matter on the Bioavailability and Toxicity of Nickel to the Amphipod Hyalella azteca

Heather Elizabeth Duncan, Newdale, Manitoba
Educational Administration - Thesis: Learning Community Development Online: A Social Capital Perspective

Julia Beth Ewaschuk, Saskatoon
Nutrition - Thesis: Mechanism and Treatment of Acidosis in Neonatal Diarrhea
Terrance Alden Fonstad, Clavet
Civil & Geological Engineering - Thesis: Transport and Fate of Nitrogen From Earthen Manure Storage Effluent Seepage

Christopher Adam Fullerton, St. Catherines, Ontario
Geography - Thesis: Evaluating Public Transit Accessibility to Employment: The Case of Ottawa, Canada

Faycal Haggui, Saskatoon
Agricultural Economics - Thesis: Cost of EU Opposition to Genetically Modified Wheat in Terms of Global Food Security

Matthew Eric Loewen, Winnipeg, Manitoba
Veterinary Biomedical Sciences - Thesis: CLCA: Chloride Channel or Modulator?

Shichun Lun, Saskatoon
Microbiology - Thesis: Regulation and the Role of Suilysin in Pathogenesis of Streptococcus suis Capsular Serotype 2

Jingxiang Luo, Beijing, People's Republic of China
Computer Science - Thesis: Fast Simulation of Rare Events in Markov Level/Phase Processes

Marnee Eleanor Maroes, Saskatoon
Psychology - Thesis: The Environment of Sleep in Families With Infants and Toddlers

Katherine Rose Mehl, Billings, Montana

Adebola Okunola Obayan, Nigeria
Surgery - Thesis: Oxidative Stress: Natural History and Modulation in Surgery and Trauma Patients

Chika Benjamin Onwuekwe, Ozubulu, Nigeria
Interdisciplinary Studies - Thesis: The Legal, Commercial and Social Impacts of Intellectual Property Right Claims on Plant Genetic Resources and Traditional Knowledge: The Dilemma of Developing Countries

Stefan Hans-Gustav Pohl, Freiburg, Germany
Geography - Thesis: Modelling Spatial Variability of Snowmelt in an Arctic Catchment

George Kow Quainoo, Gomao Ojobi, Ghana
Mechanical Engineering - Thesis: The Effect of Cold Work on Precipitation in AA6111 Aluminum

Elizabeth Quinlan, Saskatoon
Interdisciplinary Studies - Thesis: Gendered Determinants of Job-Related Training Participation in Canada

Vivian Rose Ramsden, Saskatoon
Interdisciplinary Studies - Thesis: Enhancing Wellness Model: Participatory Development of an Individualized Wellness/Health Promotion Program Based on the Integration of Story-Telling and the Health History

Sharon Mary Roset, Saskatoon
Educational Administration - Thesis: Images of Hope: How Leaders Conceive, Experience and Seek to Foster Hope

Brian Spencer Schilling, Barriere, British Columbia
Plant Science - Thesis: Physiological and Molecular Responses of Spring and Winter Canola (Brassica napus) During Cold Acclimation

Suzanne Elizabeth Stewart, Saskatoon
Pushparajah Thavarajah, Saskatoon  
Applied Microbiology & Food Science - Thesis:  
Isolation, Structural Determination and Mechanism of  
Formation of Oligosaccharides in Total Invert Sugar;  
Phenolic printing for Apple and Pear Juice Adulteration Detection

Joel Andrew Tourigny, Calgary, Alberta  
Psychology - Thesis: High Risk Environments and Infant Death: Predicting Psychological and Physical Health Outcomes with Maternal, Child and Parenting Variables

Bingchen Wang, Saskatoon  
Mechanical Engineering - Thesis: New Dynamic Subgrid-Scale Modelling Approaches for Large Eddy Simulation and Resolved Statistical Geometry of Wall-Bounded Turbulent Shear Flow

Jucheng Wang, Saskatoon  
Civil & Geological Engineering - Thesis: Influence of Stress, Undercutting, Blasting and Time on Open Stope Stability and Dilution

Louise Victoria Wolf, Arran  
Pharmacy - Thesis: Hoxa2, Hoxd1 and Pax6 in the Developing Murine Brain and Neural Retina

Fangxiang Wu, Xi’an, People’s Republic of China  
Biomedical Engineering - Thesis: Computational Methods for Analysis and Modeling of Time-Course Gene Expression Data

Yanping Zhao, Saskatoon  
Computer Science - Thesis: Scalable On-demand Streaming of Stored Complex Multimedia
University of Saskatchewan

Fall Convocation
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Congratulations graduates!

Saskatoon Centennial Auditorium
October 23